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Anything worthwhile needs at least 6 weeks to bring the less 
obvious deeper level positive 

Are we obsessed by quick fix so called challenges?  ☯ 😊  

I have been thinking about this for a while, but now as a 
Personal Trainer, Pilates Instructor and bodyART  Teacher, 
with my own business for over 10 years, I can really see a 
pattern. It’s possibly a combination of human nature and the 
world we currently live in. 

A bit of Background 

I have always been someone who did what I felt intuitively was 
authentic and beneficial for people in my APT business. This 
has generally not followed current fads and trends. I began my 
business out of necessity and curiosity, when I went back to 
study 11 years ago, I was super determined to get as much out 
of my Cert 3 & 4 Fitness Courses as possible. My main aim 
being, self exploration for knowledge, but if it turned out to be 
something that resonated with me, to then earn back within 6 
months, what it cost me to study & get the qualifications, using 
the new knowledge I had gained. I always thought of it as 
making something out of nothing. Being a single Mum 
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People seem to try new things but 
not stick with them to gain the real 
and true benefits. Is this the 
shorter attention span and instant 
gratification technology has 
instilled into the world and current 
generation of young adults ? 

If it’s not trendy and on instagram 
it’s not worth doing . . .  

I beg to differ, read my blog and 
you may just discover a whole 
other world of new opportunities 
are out there waiting. 

Andrea Gaze 

Have we lost the patience to seek out and 
really give new things a chance? 
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struggling financially, I jumped in boots and all and worked 
really hard. I soon discovered that this education tapped into a 
lot of my life as a dancer, choreographer, Stage Manager and 
above all someone who had always loved movement with 
music. This is not to say, these things had come easily for me, I 
had struggled as a young girl with a so called ‘wrong physique’ 
to be a ballet dancer, hips not turned out enough, sway back, 
scoliosis, a bum (yes a round backside wasn’t really ok 
apparently) feet that were not arched enough (though very 
strong) long body, short legs and the list goes on. But the one 
thing I had was the love of dance and this was what propelled 
me along. I was hard working, disciplined and totally obsessed 
with becoming a ballet dancer and to my pleasure defied the 
naysays by going to train with an Australian teacher in London, 
who helped me knock away some of my head blocked physical 
issues and become a professional ballet dancer at 17. 

This is not the purpose of my blog, and there is a great deal 
more to my story, but it gives insight as to where I came from 
and how it has continually shaped my life. 

Intuition 

On one hand I often felt others knew better than I when 
making decisions in my life, particularly when I was younger, I 
didn’t trust my own ideas and thoughts a lot of the time. But 
on the other hand I see a pattern, when I DID intuitively 
listen to my gut messages, I just ‘knew’ what was the next 
authentic passion filled step for me. Each time the decision to 
step into something new and unknown made intuitively but 
impulsively, WAS right and successful.  It was the dogged 
determination and sheer hard work that brought the benefits, 
results and real fulfilment. The hard work, stick with it culture 
my generation was brought up on, but is also a big part of the 
danceworld if you were ever to be a success. Nothing 
glamorous or quick fix, pure ongoing consistent practise and 
sweat. 

Trends, fads & quick fixes 

Now as a PT,  Movement & lifestyle specialist, I see so many 
people looking for quick fixes, even the mentality of ‘I have a 
Personal Trainer now, so I will lose weight & get fit’ almost to 
the point, the trainers example will rub off but with no real 
consistent effort or determination from the client themselves.
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The joy of moving with music  to 
become a dancer - was what kept me 
going. 

16 years old here performing with my 
local ballet school - one year later I went 
to London & 8 months later was dancing 
professionally with London Festival 
Ballet.  
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There are some so called ‘trendy’ ways to get fit, they are often 
extreme and even detrimental to people. Often people go into 
programs without proper guidance and knowledge, motivated 
by an attractive celebrity or promise of super quick results. 
Early surge asthetic motivation gets them started, but they are 
only carried out for a short time and either injure the person or 
are just not sustainable, so they stop. 

That said, all the training APT offers is carefully implemented 
to suit the individual with clear teaching of managing 
themselves and becoming healthier and better movers, who 
ultimately become fitter on their own terms. The clients who 
do consistently commit and even do small simple consistent 
exercise at home they are confident and well instructed to do, 
ALWAYS reap the benefits.  They are often amazed what a 
difference they can make to themselves with their own efforts. 
There is also the wonderful times when clients announce to me 
they used to hate exercise and now they actually like or even 
love it!  This can take weeks, months or even years and then 
becomes a real part of their life.

Wellbeing fitness for mind body & spirit  

In the last two and a half years I have taken on a massive 
passion for bodyART training. I didn’t actively look for it, it 
kind of found me. It gave me the confidence to finally call 
myself a real teacher.  It has become part of me and my happy 
place is teaching a bodyART Class.  I watch the way it 
transforms and opens people in a magical MINDful way. Again 
there is a whole story here, but this blog is not about my 
bodyART journey, it is about intuition, seeking out new things 
and sticking with them long enough to work through initial 
discomfort to gain depth of understanding & technique to 
truely benefit ones life in a committed, consistent way. 

My driving passion now more than ever is to bring bodyART to 
as many Australians as possible, to the point it becomes part of 
our wellbeing accepted lifestyle program. By that I mean 
outside of traditional fitness and gym facilities  (the great thing 
is when bodyART Instructors become qualified, they own their 
licence, so can literally teach anywhere) I dream of an Australia 
where everyone can participate happily in a bodyART workout 
and know with no judgement, no competition and no 
comparison they can move mindfully with self love, acceptance 
and joy and discover & maintain synergy for mind, body and 
soul. 
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Over the 10+ years of my APT business, I have seen people 
come and go, a couple of classes or PT’s and they disappear, 
either feeling dissolutioned because they are ‘sore’ or they 
didn’t see instant results or weight loss. The clients over 50 
tend to have a different outlook, as they are looking for 
youthful mobility, maintenance and a deeper understanding of 
mind and body connection. Without pointing the finger, the 
younger generation are less consistent, more impatient, want 
the trendiest latest fitness craze they see on insta for free or 
mass group classes at a cheap monthly outlay. The natural 
movers and fitness people will always workout, the others are 
falling more and more by the wayside. They don’t feel 
comfortable in this trendy gym gear perfect body envirement, 
that breeds comparison and lack of acceptance for all ages, 
shapes sizes and beautiful individual souls. What APT offers is 
not the norm, it’s still considered a little quirky and not real 
fitness . . . I beg to differ. We are all perfect in our imperfection 
and we were all designed for mindful movement. Imperfect = 
I’m perfect. Mindful Movement is our natural inbuilt medicine 
to balance and self-heal.

bodyART ( is not tattooing)   

This is where I believe bodyART comes into it’s own, sure APT 
is built on a non judgement - unique individual positive 
message, but bodyART training in a broader sense, must be 
given a chance to deliver it’s outstanding benefits and that 
takes at least 6 weeks. As with all great new things (bodyART 
was established in Europe in 1994, but new in Oz since 2015) it 
takes time and effort with consistency.  Somehow this is being 
lost - opportunities for trying new things outside the ‘trends’ is 
less and less sought after and less and less stuck at, even when 
free trial opportunities exist. 

A one off free trial isn’t always the best way to give 
something new a real chance. 

For this reason I rarely offer free trials, not only does it 
undervalue my expertise and experience, it particularly doesn’t 
encourage an ongoing commitment. I have done many free 
bodyART Masterclasses in the past couple of years simply to 
give an opportunity for people to discover & experience the 
joys of bodyART and the response has always been positive but 
the conversion to continue less so. In contrast, my recent           
3 week bodyART Basic Course in January enabled those who 
committed & consistently attended to truely benefit.  I could 
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see with those just beginning their discovery of  bodyART how 
this ignited the real understanding and joy of what it could 
bring to their mind body and spirit in such a complete way in 
just 1 hour. By doing 3 sessions there was already an excitement 
and desire to keep going and a positive energy self created and 
now needed in an ongoing way.

I do implore you to look outside of Instagram & Social Media 
famed fitness idols and find new things such as bodyART that 
just may intuitively connect with you and if you give them a 
real chance for at least 6 weeks, they may just be the answer 
you didn’t know existed, but always somehow needed. They can 
be part of your life you actually love, because they enable the 
happiest, healthiest version of you on your terms.  

AG 3.2.18 

 

Got you a little curious & interested?

More info on bodyART 

www.aptandpilates.com

www.lifeART.space 
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http://www.aptandpilates.com
http://www.lifeART.space

